
Introduction to Word Study: Theory, Assessment and Instruction

Course Description:
This course will provide an introduction to word study as part of a comprehensive 

elementary literacy program.  Through reading, reflection, discussion, and application, 
participants will gain an understanding of the components of word study, the 
developmental stages of spelling, and the sound, pattern, and meaning layers of English 
orthography.  Participants will be expected to try-out new word study practices and 
activities in a classroom setting.  This course will focus on phonemic awareness, 
phonics, spelling, structured analysis, and vocabulary development.

Reflective Narrative:
The Introduction to Word Study course has helped improve my instruction in 

Kindergarten at the Thetford Elementary School.  Areas of improvement have been 
phonemic awareness, vocabulary development and spelling.  At the beginning of 
Kindergarten there is an enormous emphasis on the oral phonemic awareness.  Children 
learn each alphabetic letter name, associated picture and letter sound.  They also learn to 
hear beginning, medial and ending sounds in words, rhyming words and adding and 
deleting phoneme sounds to and from words. This is done sequentially throughout the 
school year. The study of vocabulary development is the area I most developed in 
Kindergarten.  I realized the children really did need explicit vocabulary instruction and 
it became very evident that children really were unable to tell me what simple words 
meant. I have to say that I now spend much more time prereading picture book text and 
preparing for specific vocabulary for each book I read to my kindergarteners. In the area 
of spelling, Kindergarten does not do the Developmental Spelling Analysis.  However, 
we have begun to focus on some simple spelling words in Kindergarten. We learn to 
spell CVC, VC, CVCe and word families such as: at, an, and, it, ig, et, en, og, ot, up and 
um.  Overall, the course has strengthened my literacy program at Thetford Elementary 
School.

IPDP Evidence:
Reading Goal
Standard 1: Learning
Standard 2: Professional Development
Standard 3: Colleagueship


